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ABOUT KIM
From Kansas to Canada, Kim has always worked to be a good
neighbor and leader. In every endeavor through Servant
Leadership. Kim has repeatedly excelled in several industries, A
21 year award winning Real Estate veteran to over 1500 minutes
of TV Production. Now bringing a lifetime of experiences and
work together in the form of Real Resilient Tour, Kim is on a
quest to bring the message of Resiliency and Leadership in
unprecedented times. Self proclaimed Collaboration Queen &
Leadership Broker, Kim admits to being an avid watcher, along
side her grandparents, of Johnny Carson and aspires to be the
host of incredible talent .
"in a world of noise and nonsense, be the voice that is heard and
valued," - Kim Hayden

AS SEEN ON/IN

REDCARPET

Resilient Series is a hosted platform that provides collaboration
for industry leaders. Bringing a positive message and actionable
steps.
To shine a spotlight on those who inspire and guide for those
seeking inspiration and guidance.
"If you want to go Fast, go alone. If you want to go Far, go
together." African proverb
The goal ofResilient Series is to GO FAR! spread the word of
Resilience no matter who you are or what you do.

AWARDS

AUTHOR
RECOGNIZING EXPERTS

Resilient Series we appreciates the efforts it takes to
put a cohesive and inspiring story together. Bringing
Authors together to focus on their story in a highly
curated platform. Creating content that fits into todays
busy lives.
Bridging the East coast to the West, Uniting global likemindedness to counter the influx of negative
messaging. Inspiring our audience to live their best life
.
buy your book on Amazon
click here

SUMMIT
BRINGING LIKE MINDED TOGETHER

Live virtual Summits allow industry experts to gain
insight and get inspired to move the dial to the next
level of success without the need to leave their market.
and their business. It is all the benefits without the time
restrictions. 2021 is our year to focus on Women in Real
Estate. Showcasing established leaders and coaches,
while finding the emerging leaders and helping them to
step into the path of their leadership. High value,
messaging coupled with attendee actionable step and
practices bonus bundles makes this the best money
and time invested for 2021

I look forward to hearing from you. Your support and collaboration are invaluable.

@resilientseries

resilientseries
ResilientReries.com

resilientseries.com

RealResilientTour.com
(403) 891-4732

